The static force F B (r) and the strong coupling α F (r), which defines the gluonexchange part of F B (r), are studied in QCD background perturbation theory (BPT). In the region r < ∼ 0.6 fm α F (r) turns out to be essentially smaller than the coupling α B (r) in the static potential. For the dimensionless function Φ B (r) = r 2 F B (r) the characteristic values Φ B (r 1 ) = 1.0 and Φ B (r 0 ) = 1.65 are shown to be reached at the following QQ separations: r 1 √ σ = 0.77, r 0 √ σ = 1.09 in quenched approximation and r 1 √ σ = 0.72, r 0 √ σ = 1.04 for n f = 3. The numbers obtained appear to be by only 8% smaller than those calculated in lattice QCD while the values of the couplings α F (r 1 ) and α F (r 0 ) in BPT are by ∼ 30%(n f = 3) and 50%(n f = 0) larger than corresponding lattice couplings. With the use of the BPT potential good description of the bottomonium spectrum is obtained.
Introduction
The static QQ interaction plays a special role in hadron physics and the modern understanding of the spin-independent part of the static potential V (r) comes from different approaches: QCD phenomenology [1] - [3] , perturbative QCD [4, 5] , the analytical perturbation theory [6] , the background perturbation theory (BPT) [7, 8] , and lattice QCD [9] - [11] . It has been established that in the region r > ∼ 0.2 fm this potential can be taken as a sum of nonperturbative (NP) confining potential plus a gluon-exchange term:
V (r) = V N P (r) + V GE (r).
(
Such an additive form was introduced by the Cornell group already 30 years ago, just after discovery of charmonium [1] , and later it has been supported by numerous calculations in QCD phenomenology and also on the lattice, where for the lattice potential the parametrization like the Cornell potential is used [9, 10] , V lat (r) = σr − e lat r , (r > ∼ 0.2 fm) (2) with e lat = const, α lat = 3 4 e lat . (For the lattice static potential we use here the notation α lat (e lat ) to distinguish it from the phenomenological case).
In BPT the additive form (1) can automatically be obtained in the lowest approximation when both NP and Coulomb terms satisfy the Coulomb scaling law with an accuracy a few percents, in good agreement with the lattice data [12] .
The explicit form of NP term is well known now: V N P (r) = σr at the QQ separations r > T g , where T g is the gluonic correlation length, T g ∼ = 0.2 fm, measured on the lattice [13] . Such linear behavior is valid up to the distances r ∼ 1.0 fm, while at larger r,due to the qq-pair creation, the flattening of confining potential, is expected to take place [14] . Here in our paper we restrict our consideration to the region r < ∼ 1.0 fm. Numerous calculations of the meson spectra have shown that linear potential defines gross features of the spectra, in particular, the slope and the intercept of Regge -trajectories for light mesons [15] . At the same time the splittings between low-lying levels, the fine-structure splittings, and the wave function at the origin in heavy quarkonia are shown to be very sensitive to the gluon-exchange part of the static potential (1) [2, 16] :
V GE (r) ≡ − 4 3
Unfortunately, our knowledge of this term (or the vector coupling α st (r)) in IR region remains insufficient and the choice of α st (r) essentially differs in different theoretical approaches. The only common feature of α st (r), used in QCD phenomenology, BPT, and supported by the lattice calculations, is that this coupling freezes at large distances,
but the true value of α crit is not fixed up to now. For example, in the Cornell potential, used in the phenomenology, the typical values of the Coulomb constant in (2) lie in the range 0.39÷0.45 [1] [2] [3] 16] while on the lattice in the same parametrization (2) α lat has the value by 50÷30% smaller: in quenched approximation (n f = 0) α lat ∼ = 0.20 ÷ 0.23 [9] - [11] and in (2 + 1) QCD α lat ∼ = 0.30 [11] . Even larger freezing value is obtained if the asymptotic freedom (AF) behavior of α st (r) (or α st (q) in momentum space) is taken into account. In BPT large α crit = 0.58 ± 0.02 follows from the analysis of the splittings between low-lying levels in bottomonium [16, 17] and this number is in striking agreement with α crit , introduced by Godfrey, Isgur in [3] in phenomenological way. From the analysis of the hadronic decays of the τ -lepton the number α s (1GeV ) ∼ = 0.9 ± 0.1 was determined in Ref. [18] , while essentially smaller value, α s (1GeV ) ∼ = 0.45, was obtained in perturbative QCD with higher order corrections [19] . The Richardson potential as well as "the analytical perturbation theory" give even larger α crit (n f = 3) = 1.4 [6] . Thus at present the true freezing value of the vector coupling, as well as α s (1 GeV), remains unknown.
Besides the vector coupling α st (r) (in the static potential) the coupling α F (r), associated with the static force, can be introduced,
where by definition α F (r) is expressed through α st (r),
Then an important information about the derivative α ′ st (r) can be obtained from the study of the force. Note that the matrix elements over the static force define the squared wave function at the origin for the nS states in heavy quarkonia. In the lattice analysis the vector coupling α lat in V lat (r) (2) is supposed to be independent of the QQ separation r over the whole region 0.2 fm ÷1.0 fm [10] , i.e. α ′ lat = 0, and therefore in this region α lat ∼ = α F = const. This statement is in accord with recent calculations of the lattice force in [11] where equal values α lat F (r 1 ) = α lat F (r 0 ) at the points r 1 ≈ 0.34 fm, r 0 = 0.5 fm have been obtained. Different picture takes place in BPT where the vector coupling α B (r) at the points r 1 = 0.34 fm and r 0 = 0.5 fm changes by 20% (see Section 4) being close to the freezing value only at large distances, r > ∼ 0.6 fm.
Also due to the r-dependence an essential difference between α F (r) and α B (r) occurs just in the range 0.2fm ≤ r < ∼ 0.6 fm. Therefore several features of the vector coupling still need to be clarified.
First, why in lattice QCD and in QCD phenomenology the Coulomb constant, used in the same Cornell potential, differs by 30% (n f = 3)?
Second, whether the r-dependence of the vector coupling α st (r) (also of α F (r)) really exists and why it is not observed on the lattice? Third, what is the true freezing value? To answer some of these questions we shall use in our analysis here BPT which gives a consistent analytical description of the vector coupling both in momentum and in coordinate spaces. To test the BPT conception about the vector-coupling behavior in the IR region, recently the heavyquarkonia spectra have been successfully described in this approach with the use of only fundamental quantities: the current (pole) quark mass, Λ M S (n f ), and the string tension [16] , [17] . It is important that in BPT the vector coupling α B (q) has correct perturbative limit at large q 2 , and therefore it is fully defined by the QCD constant Λ M S and also by socalled background mass M B which is proportional √ σ. Additional information about QQ static interaction can be extracted from the study of the static force F B (r) in BPT, with further comparison to recent lattice results from [11] . To this end it is convenient to calculate the dimentionless function Φ(r) = r 2 F (r) at two characteristic pointsr 1 √ σ, r 0 √ σ, where
On the lattice the values √ σr
0 are shown to be different in quenched approximation and in (2 + 1) QCD. The same function Φ B (r), calculated here in BPT, aquires the values (8) at the points √ σr 1 , √ σr 0 which appear to be only by 8% smaller than those on the lattice. However, the freezing value α crit in BPT is shown to be essentially larger than α lat . To compare the BPT and the lattice potentials we calculate here the splittings between low-lying states in bottomonium and demonstrate that the lattice static potential cannot provide good agreement with experiment, while in BPT such an agreement takes place for the conventional values of the pole mass of b quark, the string tension, and Λ M S (n f = 5). We give also explanation why between the freezing values in BPT and in the Cornell potential, used in phenomenology, there is the difference about 25%.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we shortly present the vector coupling in BPT and discuss the correct choice of the QCD constant Λ V in the Vector-scheme. In Section 3 the characteristics of the lattice force are presented while in Section 4 the values r 1 √ σ, r 0 √ σ are calculated in BPT. The difference between the vector couplings in both approaches is also discussed. In Section 5 the splittings between low-lying states in bottomonium are used as a test to compare the static potentials from the lattice data, in phenomenology, and in BPT. We show that the lattice static potential cannot provide good agreement with experiment. In Section 6 we present our Conclusion.
The strong coupling in BPT
In BPT the gluon-exchange term V B GE (r) defines the vector (background) coupling α B (r) in the same way, as "the exact coupling" α st (r) is defined in Eq. (3):
With the use of the Fourier transform of the potential V B GE (q) the background coupling in coordinate space can be expressed through the coupling α B (q) in momentum space [20] :
where the vector coupling in momentum space is defined at all momenta in Euclidean space and has no singularity for q 2 > 0 [7] . In two-loop approximation the coupling
contains the background mass M B which enters under logarithm as a moderator of the IR behavior of the perturbative coupling. In α B (q) the Landau ghost pole disappears while the short distance perturbative behavior, as well as the Casimir scaling property of the static potential, stays intact [12] . The value of M B is determined by the lowest excitation of a hybrid [21] , however this mass cannot be considered as an additional (fitting) parameter in the theory, since in QCD string theory it can be calculated on the same grounds as mesons, being expressed through the only (besides Λ V ) dimensional parameter √ σ:
We suppose here that in the static limit the coefficient ξ does not depend (or weakly depends) on the number of flavors n f . Direct calculation of M B has not yet done and therefore the number ξ has been extracted from two fits: from the comparison of lattice static potential to that in BPT [20] and from the analysis of the spectra in charmonium and bottomonium [16, 17] , with the following result:
In particular, the values M B = 1.0 GeV and 0.95 GeV correspond to σ = 0.20 GeV 2 and 0.18 GeV 2 . Note that the logarithm (12) in α B (q) formally coincides with that suggested in Refs. [22] many years ago in the picture where the gluon acquires an effective mass m g and, as a result, in (11) 
enters. However, the physical gluon has no mass and in BPT the parameter M B has been interpreted in correct way as a hybrid excitation of the QQ string, which is proportional √ σ [21] . The background coupling α B (q) has correct PQCD limit at q 2 ≫ M 2 B and therefore the constant Λ V (n f ) (in Vector-scheme) under the logarithm (12) can be expressed through the conventional QCD constant Λ M S (n f ) as in PQCD [23] :
with
are well established in two cases -from high-energy processes for n f = 5 [24] and in quenched approximation from lattice calculations [25] :
which corresponds to the "world average" α s (M Z ) = 0.117 ± 0.002, and the value
(with r 0 = 0.5 fm = 2.538 GeV
) was calculated on the lattice in [25] . Then from (15) the corresponding values of Λ V (n f ) in the Vectorscheme are following,
It is worthwhile to notice that the background coupling α B (r) (12) is a universal function of the ratio
and actually depends on the dimensionless variable x = rM B and λ:
The same ratio λ also defines the freezing (critical) value of the coupling (which coincides in momentum and coordinate spaces), and it is given by the analytical expression,
Taking Λ V from (18), (19) and M B (14) one obtains the following numbers for α crit : in quenched approximation
while for n f = 5 the freezing value is by ∼ 30% larger,
and
Note that the freezing value (26) turns out to be very close to that, phenomenologically introduced by Godfrey , Isgur in [3] to describe a lot of experimental data in meson sector. As shown in [17] , the choice with M B = 0.95 GeV Λ (5) V ∼ = 320 MeV, and α crit = 0.58, provides good agreement between experiment and BPT calculations of the splittings in bottomonium. Thus, in BPT the large freezing value α crit (n f = 5) ≈ 0.58 appears to be consistent with the conventional value of Λ
However, the large freezing value in BPT (and in QCD phenomenology) does not agree with the value used in the lattice parametrization (2) of the static potential. For example, in quenched approximation α lat ∼ = 0.23 was obtained in [9, 10] , while in BPT the minimal value α crit (which corresponds to the minimal value in (19) 
is equal α min crit (n f = 0) = 0.38, i.e., by 40% larger. Such a difference between two numbers partly occurs due to the fact that on the lattice the r-dependence of the vector coupling is not seen (or neglected) at r > 0.2 fm .
In Table 1 the background coupling α B (r) is compared to α P st (r), calculated in PQCD, where according to the perturbative prescription the QCD constant Λ
(γ is the Euler constant). These couplings (both in two-loop approximation) appear to be close to each other only at very small distances, r < 0.1 fm, and have the characteristic feature that the difference ∆α = α B (r) − α P st (r) is positive at r ≤ 0.04 fm and becoming negative at r > 0.04 fm; just such a change of the sign of ∆α has been observed in lattice static potential [10] . 
Second, the function Φ lat has the value Φ lat (r 0 √ σ) = 1.65 at the following separation r l 0 (the Sommer scale):
r 0 √ σ = 1.160 ± 0.002 (n f = 0).
Also in [11] the ratio
is defined with a precision accuracy. If in (27) - (31) 
From (27)- (31) 
Note that in quenched case the value (35) for α lat F (r) numerically coincides with the lattice coupling α lat = 0.23 in the static potential (where α lat = const is assumed over the whole region 0.2 fm ≤ r < ∼ 1.0 fm). Thus existing lattice data are consistent with the assumption that the derivative in this region is equal zero, α ′ lat (r) = 0. The lattice number (34) in full QCD appears to be essentially smaller than the coupling, used in BPT and also in QCD phenomenology, in IR region. In order to make a conclusion, which value provides better description of experimental data, in Section 5 as a test we shall calculate the bottomonium spectrum with the lattice as well as with the BPT static potentials.
The static force in BPT
In BPT the static force can be presented as in (5),
where the coupling α F (r), associated with the force F B (r), can be expressed through the known coupling α B (r) (10) and its derivative:
Correspondingly, the dimensionless function Φ B (r) is
The coupling α F (r) can be easily calculated from the expression (10) and due to negative contribution of the term with the derivative it appears to be essentially smaller than α B (r) (in the region r < ∼ 0.6 fm). The values of α F (r) for n f = 0 and n f = 3 are given in Tables 2,3 , from which the r-dependence of α F (r) is explicitly seen: i) At the distances r = 0.2 fm; 0.35 fm, and 0.50 fm the coupling α F (r)(n f = 3) is smaller than α B (r) (in the static potential) by 25%, 18%, and 12%, respectively.
ii) The derivative α ′ B (r) is larger for larger n f being approximately proportional β
iii) At the distance r ≈ 0.2 fm the coupling α F (r, n f ) in BPT coincides with α lat both for n f = 3 and n f = 0 but at larger r > 0.2 fm it manifests essential growth: for n f = 3 α F (r = 0.335 fm) =0.376, α F (r 0 = 0.493 fm) =0.430, being by ∼ 20% and ∼ 40% larger than α lat = 0.306 from [11] . 
and the ratio r 0 /r 1 coincides with r For n f = 3 in BPT the characteristic separations are following,
The comparison of obtained numbers to those in lattice QCD shows that r 1 √ σ(r 0 √ σ) in BPT is only by 8% (6%) smaller than the lattice values (27) - (30) while the ratio r 1 /r 0 in (40) coincides with (31) with 1% accuracy.
To have a full picture -how the separations r 1 √ σ, r 0 √ σ are changing with a increase of flavors, below we give their values also for n f = 5 (see Table 4 ):
with their ratio r 0 r 1 = 1.510(16) (n f = 5). Comparing (39)- (41) one can see the points r 1 (n f ), r 0 (n f ) are smaller for larger n f (for n f = 5 they are by 12% smaller than in quenched case). Also for n f = 5 the coupling α F (r) approaches a freezing value at smaller distances, e.g. the value α F (r 0 )/α crit is equal 0.835 (n f = 0), 0.843 (n f = 3), 0.874 (n f = 5). (See also Fig.1.) In contrast to lattice coupling α lat F (r), which is supposed to be rindependent between r 1 and r 0 , (34, 35), in BPT the coupling α F (r) depends on r and calculated values of α F (r 1 ), α F (r 0 ) are given below:
and at the Sommer scale r 0 √ σ their values are by ∼ 12% larger,
From our analysis one can conclude that i) The characteristic quantities r 1 √ σ, r 0 √ σ in BPT are very close to the corresponding lattice values being only by 8% smaller.
ii) At the same time the coupling α F (r 0 ) in the "background force" F B (r) is shown to be by 30%-40% larger than α lat F .
The bb spectrum as a test of the vector coupling in IR region
Recently it was demonstrated that the bottomonium spectrum, especially the splittings between low-lying levels, appear to be very sensitive both to the freezing value and to the r-dependence of the vector coupling [16, 17] . Therefore just these splittings can be used for testing of α st (r) in IR region. For illustration we consider here three typical static potentials. First one imitates the lattice static potential (2) but has the form of the Cornell potential over the whole region r ≥ 0. The coupling α lat (r) = const = 0.306 is taken from lattice calculations with n f = 3 from [11] which is the largest Coulomb constant obtained in lattice measurements up to now. In this potential the AF behavior of α lat (r) (which was observed on the lattice at small QQ separations, r < ∼ 0.2 fm [9] ) is neglected and therefore such the gluon-exchange potential with α lat = const over the whole region is stronger than the lattice potential and gives rise to larger values of the splittings between levels in bottomonium.
Second variant refers to the phenomenological Cornell potential with α st (r) = const = 0.42 which is used in analysis of charmonium [1, 26] .
Third potential is taken as in BPT for n f = 5, Λ The splittings between the spin-averaged massesM (nL) in bottomonium for these three potentials are given in Table 5 . Since the mass of η b (nS) is unknown and in any caseM (1S) < M(Υ(1S)), we give here only the low limit of the experimental splitting.
b)
The experimental number for M(1D 2 ) = 10161.2 ± 2.2 is obtained in [27] .
From our calculations presented in Table 5 one can make important conclusions. First, the calculations with "the lattice" potential A with α lat = 0.306(n f = 3) define the upper bounds of the splittings between different states in bottomonium (since the AF behavior at r ≤ 0.2 fm is neglected). Nevertheless even upper bounds of the 2S-1S, 1P-1S splittings appear to be by 40÷30 MeV smaller than the experimental numbers (for which we know the lower bounds since the η b (nS) mesons are still unobserved,M (nS) < M(Υ(nS))).
It is of a special importance to compare theoretical and experimental number for the 1D-1P splitting which is measured now with precision accuracy [28] :
M exp (1D 2 ) = 10161.2 ± 1.6(exp) MeV (see a discussion of the 1D -1P splitting in [17] ). For "the lattice" potential A the upper limit ∆(lat) turns out to be by 20 MeV smaller than ∆(exp) (the difference is about ten standard deviations).
On the contrary the calculations with the phenomenological potential B (with α phen = 0.42) and with the BPT potential C give the precision agreement with ∆(exp) .
In BPT the 2S-1S, 1P-1S splittings are also close to the experimental numbers being only by ∼ 10 MeV smaller (the ground state mass M(1S)=9466 MeV is slightly larger than expected experimental number). The same splittings for the Cornell potential (α phen = const = 0.42) turn to be too large (sinceM (1S) ∼ = 9300 MeV is small) because the Coulomb part of the static potential is overestimated if the AF behavior of the vector coupling is neglected. This AF effect is small for the 1D-1P splitting for which agreement with experiment takes place.
Note that in the BPT potential C the freezing value α crit = 0.565 is essentially larger than α phen = 0.42 and to understand what kind of the approximation corresponds to α st (r) = const, let us introduce an effective coupling in BPT according to the relation:
Our calculations of the matrix elements demonstrate (see Table 6 ) that
(1) α ef f depends on the quantum numbers n, L; (2) the values of α ef f (nL) appear to be by 30÷15% smaller than the freezing value α crit = 0.565 and those values for the 1S, 2S states are close to α phen used in phenomenology. To make a decisive conclusion about the behavior of α st (r) in IR region it would be also important to take into account a screening of the gluonexchange potential at large distances. At present there is no a theory of this phenomenon on the fundamental level, although in some cases the Coulomb screening is introduced in a phenomenological way [29] .
Conclusion
Our study of the vector couplings α B (r) (in the static potential) and α F (r) in the static force F (r) is performed in the framework of BPT with the following results.
Due to the derivative term α ′ B (r) an essential difference between α F (r) and α B (r) is observed at the QQ separations r < ∼ 0.6 fm with α F (r) being by 50%, 30%, 15% smaller at the points 0.2 fm, 0.3 fm, and 0.5 fm, respectively.
At the same time the freezing values of both couplings coincide and are rather large: α crit ∼ = 0.41(n f = 0); 0.51 (n f = 3), and α crit = 0.58 ± 0.04 for n f = 5. The last number turns out to be very close to that introduced by Godfrey, Isgur in their phenomenological analysis.
The dimensionless quantities r 1 √ σ and r 0 √ σ, where the function Φ(r) = r In contrast to lattice observation where α lat F (r 1 ) = α lat F (r 0 ) = const and this constant is small: α lat = 0.23(n f = 0) and α lat = 0.306(n f = 3), in BPT α F (r) at these points is found to be by 40% larger for n f = 0 and by 30% larger for n f = 3. Because the Coulomb constant in the lattice static potential is small, this potential gives essentially smaller 2S-1S, 1P-1S, 1D-1P splittings in bottomonium.
The meaning of the Coulomb constant α phen , used in phenomenology, as an effective coupling in BPT is suggested. This interpretation explains why α phen ∼ = 0.42 is by 30% smaller than the freezing value α crit ∼ = 0.56 for the potentials with the AF taken into account.
The knowledge of the static force in BPT is important to perform precision calculations of the wave functions at the origin, hadronic decays, and fine structure splitting in bottomonium.
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